
 

Minutes 
Date 15/02/18 
9:30 am – 12:30 pm, Djerriwarrh Health Service – Caroline Springs Community Health Centre 

 
 
Welcome to country and introductions of those present. We acknowledged that we met on the land of the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation. The 
Wurundjeri are the traditional owners of this land. We paid our respects to their elders, past and present, and to the present Aborigine people who reside 
in the area. 
 
Present: To be updated 
 
Apologies: Emma Fitzsimon, Matt Needham, Patrizia Favorito, Adele Mollo, Deb Barrow, Dianne Couch, Emma Petersen, Erin Davis, Gina Quenette, Ilana 

Jaffe, Jennifer Smith, Kath Ward, Leonie Lam, Ledley Murray, Nancy Pierorazio, Shaun Nichols, Tanya Sofra, Samuel Muchoki, Debra Barrow, Amanda 
Watkinson, Helga Jennings 

 
1. Chair welcomed all the members.  

Currently in the process of advertising for a Project Support of 0.8EFT however this EFT is negotiable. At this stage will not recruit for the RIC role 
until the new chair is recruited and the project support person. Meeting opened 0935. 

 
Minutes from previous meeting: 

2. Acceptance of minutes for the December meeting by. There are a few grammatical errors that need to be amended. The attendee list also needs to 
be amended to reflect presence from Janelle and Chris from DHS and Robyn.  Partnership changes to be amended on the last page.  
Actions from previous meeting. All checked and incomplete tasks recognised as complete. 

 
Agenda Item Notes Actions 

3. Prevention 
WIFVC, PVT & DV Vic partnership project consultation –  Western metropolitan action plan 

for media and communications of PVAW 

This project is a 12 month pilot of community partnerships in prevention space.  

Purpose of this discussion is to get views from everyone – as individuals, as committee 

members and as organisational representatives.  

 



Vanessa Born provided statistics to the group to review offline.  

Violence against women is a very common issue and is a serious one requiring action.  This 
issue is preventable as it is not a biological issue, but about our social structures and beliefs 
in our communities and society.   
Purpose of media involvement: 

- Creating a community understanding and trust  
- Encouraging people to communicate and discuss the issue within their communities 
- Creating consistency across the messages from various sectors (Government, NFP, 

Education Facilities, Healthcare etc.)  
- Communities to be prevention focused  
- Discussing gender dynamics and inequalities  
- Identify where this issue exists on global scale and where it hits crisis point  
- Need to be evidence based 
- Identify commonalities across variety of sectors  

Simplicity and consistency in communication is crucial to allow for everyday people to relate 
and understand.  
Having many voices raise the same issues creates a chorus, elevates the significance of the 
issue and provides a stereo system to disperse the messages. We aim to reach people in 
different places.  
 
The grant for the project was aiming at regions and communities developing their own 
action plans with coordination from project worker through a range of activities and 
resources. The amount was for $80K and this is inclusive of Project Worker’s wages two 
days/week.  
 
Vanessa invited the committee to provide some ideas and direction for how they would like 
the project to progress and what messages should be focused on. The ideas included the 
following:  
Response and Prevention  

- How the response sector is linking to prevention  
- Coordinated and sustainable approach  
- Understanding the element of prevention work – community education  
- Implementing family violence work for their staff (helps originations to look more 



broadly on prevention work) 
- Football clubs have some prevention programs in place that can link into  

PVAW – preventing violence against women  
- 16 days of Activism – focus on prevention 

 
Campaign Communication  

- Want this to become like the smoking campaign - simple and easy to understand 
- Mutual benefit – specific messaging and simple to ensure understanding across 

diverse linguistic community (family violence is not acceptable in any culture or 
religion, target areas such as satellite television).  

- Road safety campaign was a great success – it’s illegal, it’s stupid. Having a good tag 
line assists “you bloody idiot” the tagline did not change, it’s how they delivered the 
message  

- Women and men consume information in different ways – and how to target all 
groups  

- Suggesting choice a key message   
- Possible tag line is “this is not what you want” not what she or he wants 
- Engaging talent for creating this message  
- Consulting with groups of men who are really passionate about this message and for 

whom this matters – they can assist in bringing their perspective 
- Survivors from regions to speak about their stories – incredibly effective  
- Changing the story video is effective and can be used more within the region  
- What is family violence and why is that happening – what message are we missing? 

This question keeps occurring over the decade, need a clear definition. 
- Message of “it’s illegal” it’s a criminal offense 
- Get the most targeting from the groups who are undecided  
- Word “violence” is associate with physical violence only – perhaps not using the 

word violence – prevention part needs to talk to the message that is it a choice  
 

Ending family violence is everyone’s responsibility 
- Council can play a role in creating a banners cross the west  
- This needs to be everybody’s business  
- Women should be empowered to make decision  



- Next steps for women, supporting each other and identifying themselves with 
others. 

- Role of men in stepping up against this behaviour  
- Most people don’t condone the violence in the community 
- Creating a level of dissonance and people questioning their own behaviour – not 

preaching  
- Societal issue and not women issue, this conversation is still occurring  
- Need to keep it secret and a shame area  
- It’s about control – women are not aware that control is a form of family violence  
- Victim survivor group – community launch for women in region followed by a 

consumer group to feed back into WIFVC   
- Giving community permission to get involved and say it’s OK 
- Interfaith networks and forums  
- Men’s Day – creating an image of what men should be like and recognizing great 

figures. 
 

Young people and schools 
- Children exploited as victims – how to these images contribute to change?  
- Students and school involved with getting students to create their own key 

messages – how does this translate to their discussions with parents?  
- Youth workshops – kids to develop messaging and talk about this with their parents, 

sharing videos from this project  
- Looking at what love, respect, friendship is  
- Wheel of what is violence and what is nonviolence  
- School education is being rolled out across state school  
- Respectful Relationships group can be linked to  

 

4. Break   

5. Ongoing 
Governance 

Regional Governance Review 
Over the next 6 months, the key milestones for the WIFVC are: 

- Review the committee, chair, RIC positions.  
- Continue the Media project and training schedule for identifying family violence 

 

 



 
 
Endorsements required: 
Setting up new governance group: 
Cath presented the committee with the new draft governance document outlining the 
proposed function and structure of the governance group and request that the committee 
endorse the changes proposed. Cath confirmed the urgency is to establish a governance 
group, not to authorise executive decision-making. 
Cath highlighted the area in the document that specifies the expectations of the governance 
group, to allow the members to better understand the roles and hopefully self-nominate for 
election to the governance group.   
The Governance Group – will be responsible for the strategic oversight of the strategic plan 
which will be developed by the committee. While the group is largely elected by members this is 
a governance structure, not a representative structure. The group will have the following 
membership: 

Independent chair (not elected) 
Nominee of auspice agency (not elected) 
DHS member (not elected) 
6 elected spots and hoping to get representatives with different perspectives on the group 

(discussion so far has been aiming to recruit a governance group with experience in 
Women’s; Men’s: CASA: Child and Family: plus 2 “open spots”).   

 
Will be a 2-year term - initially meeting once a month and future meetings can more to less or 
more frequency. There will be an option of members developing interest portfolios. The chair 
confirmed that the election process will be documented and simultaneously the task group will 
be doing the review of the RIC role and updating the PD.  
 
Members are not specifically representing their sector or their organization; the aim is they are 
representing themselves and their role is to drive the WIFVC direction.  
Discussion of appointing chair and governance group at the same time – staggering the terms, 
discuss option of core membership 3-year position 
Elected members having a proxy if members unable to attend the meeting? Task group decided 
not to allow for proxies. If someone is absent for a long period of time co-option may be 



useful.  Will come back to committee if members of governance group leave or there is 
movement within members.  
 
Members are being elected due to having enough experience (and because they are not 
specifically representing an organisation) it may be difficult in getting a proxy in as it is more 
about the skills and experience members are bringing to the group and not their organisational 
involvement. 
It may be appropriate to have a proxy for the 3 core members (chair, department and auspice).  
Purpose of Governance Group is ensuring process and governance of the committee and helping 
committee pursue its strategic direction. Committee to decide at a later point the allowing of 
proxies in relation to governance group. It is not about sector representation more a perspective 
representation (skills and experience).  
 
Discussed the findings of health west partnership review. Decisions sit with the membership of 
committee and not the governance group and it is important to build the lines of communication 
and the 2-way communication.  
 
Role of the Committee - Integrating service response should be focus of the committee and this 
is not to be jeopardised by introduction of governance group. 
There will be working groups of committee members appointed to dedicated issues which will 
focus on set tasks.  

Committee endorsed the move towards the governance group.  
 
Independent Chair: 
Cath recapped the thinking and workshops to prioritise the creation of an independent chair that 
is not representing a member organisation. This will enable regional leadership and keeping 
integration at the forefront of WIFVC focus. The chair will harness the strength and knowledge of 
people in the committee. Summary document provides background to committee of the role of 
the chair and expectations. The chair must have leadership skills and have accountability; this 
role will be part time remunerated.  
 
The task group reviewed the newly proposed role of the chair in comparison to the current role. 
The trend across the other regions is that the move is towards having independent chairs and by 



following this direction the aim is to focus on strategies and integration at the regional level. This 
will require ensuring the chair has time and resources to allocate to the required work.  
 
We seek someone who has a strategic focus and will be dedicated to the mission of WIFVC and 
providing leadership and direction to the committee. The role of the chair will be recruited 
outside of the WIFVC e.g. will advertise on the “Women on Boards” website to seek someone 
who has strong governance background and ideally who has a deep appreciation and 
understanding of work occurring in the west. 
 
The Chair requested the committee to endorse the following motions: 

Task Group to go ahead and appoint the chair (aim to do this by June)  
Task Group to oversee the organisation of the election process for the governance group 
Review the RIC position and PD and put it back to committee for final signoff 
Advertise and elect the RIC role  
Chair to appoint project support worker  

Committee endorsed these motions/steps.  

 
Responsibility of the Auspice: 
Auspice – Women’s Health West is the auspice and has a direct relationship with DHHS with 
regards to funding and resourcing. The auspice will manage the contract that funds the role.  
 
Replacing the RIC 
RIC review: The appointment and review will be discussed in April meeting. Task group will aim to 
advertise the RIC role by April, if requirements of the role can be clarified. Members discussed 
option of having 2 RIC roles, no firm questions or decisions made in this regard to date. Currently 
review of all committees state-wide. 

 

6. Member 
Updates 

Think Child 
Discussions at last week’s meeting included: 

- Where does Think Child fit in?  
- Is there anything they can do to support WIFVC with what is going on? Have lost 

members from departments, child protection and the police.  
- What will the connection look like in the future? Think Child has been encouraged to 

stay together by WIFVC 

 



WIFV Committee will dedicate part of the April meeting to discussing strategic priorities 
which will allow the Think Child working group to re-think their work and strategic direction.  
 
Identifying and responding to Family Violence project  
Have released a new document which looks at how mainstream organizations can engage 
with perpetrators of family violence using a two-tiered response: 

-  main health service response  
- specific sectors that need a more proactive engagement  

Central Hub where requests will arrive to go live on the 26th February 
Keeping Safe Together – updates from Patrizia 
All of the 26 demonstration projects across the State have had funding extended to run for 
another 12 months and are receiving referrals. They are hoping to come to this forum and 
present new findings. To assist in responding to family violence, Women’s Health West have 
been recruiting for a range of new roles including a coordinator role for personal safety 
which will look at maximizing women’s personal safety in regards to technology. However 
there are some delays in regards to implementation.  
 
 
Flexible support packages – reinforcing some communication that has come out, currently 
have limited funding and a great deal of communication. Need to scale back and be tighter 
in regards to eligibility. There is a higher demand resulting in limiting expenditure.  
New money is working – advocacy is key. WHW to assist in distilling the messages. 
Patrizia to distribute messages to the committee members in this regard.  
Coordinate packages across alliance groups – some lead agencies need to exhaust all 
available funding prior to being able to allocate their resources to assist. Worth setting this 
topic as an agenda topic.  
Personal safety devices will be included in this flexible support package funding  
(welcome support from this committee in regards to getting some traction) under state wide 
task group there is a support working group and Joce and Patrizia can raise this topic of 
conversation at that meeting next week. This will be placed as an item of agenda at a later 
meeting. Would be beneficial to bring a member from Family Safety Victoria.  

- Raise at next week meeting 
- Will keep item as an agenda item  



 
Robyn - Multidisciplinary centre which will be in Werribee is on track – WestCASA will be 
moving there 
Potential changes in phone numbers (will confirm closer to date). 
FSV put out a tender – discussing with CEOs of the CASA groups. Where will the support and 
safety hubs will be in the west? In some regions, CASA have combined family violence and 
other regions haven’t. State wide ndc reference group and diversity and intersexuality 
group.  
 
Christine Levy – Melton city council had their 3rd meeting, decided to set up a family violence 
prevention advisory committee to the council. Council officer Liz Smith who also attends this 
meeting, keeping them focused on prevention and developing theme of gender equality.  
 
DHHS – started clause 10 restructure process. Area director for western Melbourne if 
Christine patters, Mark Stacy is new director for Melton, Christine Nole has moved. Bringing 
child protection into areas will now sit under area director, the areas will now report up. 
Local connections are being renamed – proposal stage – become agency performance and 
assistance support combine colleagues from health and local areas LEO and PASA. Merit in 
child protection coming in under areas. Won’t be anything finalized for at least a couple of 
months.  
 
In touch – capacity building tem developed different training modules, next training March 
21st (if want any additional training please don’t hesitate to contact capacity building team 
to allow in catering for specific and tailored training)  
 
McAuley – over 150 women in employment program, 10 women have moved through their 
outcomes, 30 women in jobs, referrals coming in about 20 per month. West justice legal 
clinic working well.  
 
Rainbow tick accreditation –  
 
WHW holding regular monthly sessions – held at Footscray. Robyn to send some 
information 



 
Discussed in future to place newsletters on website as a means of communication. 

7. Other Business Nil  
 
 

 

8. Next Meeting  
Thursday April 19th – proposed Workshop on WIFVC Strategic Priorities 

Thursday June 21st 

 

 

 
Next Meeting Thursday 19th April 2018 9:30am-12:30pm 
 


